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2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development 

The year 2015 will have a special place in future’s development history. This is the year in which three 
profound intergovernmental agreements will have been reached under the auspices of United Nations: the 
adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the Addis Ababa Action Agenda and the global 
climate deal expected to be reached in Paris later this year. Taken together, these agreements will 
fundamentally change the way countries approach development, set policies and priorities, allocate 
resources and deal with the new but seemingly persistent challenges posed by sluggish and jobless growth 
and growing inequality. These agreements have important implications for the work of the World Bank 
Group (WBG). Bank Group institutions need to clearly communicate to their clients and external 
stakeholders how they will support the implementation of the 2015 intergovernmental agreements. I would 
like to share my views in this regard. 

First, it is critical that we do not lose sight of the unfinished MDGs agenda. Although significant advances 
have been made towards a majority of the goals, the global community had set in 2000, it is not yet the time 
to celebrate victory. There are still large concentrations of abject poverty in Sub-Saharan Africa and 
elsewhere. Much also remains to be done to provide poor people with access to clean water, sanitation, food 
security, nutrition and adequate health services, and reduce maternal and child mortality rates. Millions of 
children remain out of primary school. And more than 1.3 billion people worldwide, equivalent to 18% of 
the global population, still lack access to electricity. And we are well aware that without adequate and 
affordable energy access, no economic sector can realize its development potential nor can the quality of 
life of people improve.  

Second, using the knowledge, advisory and financing instruments and consistent with its mandate, the Bank 
Group should support client countries’ efforts to meet their obligations and responsibilities under the three 
intergovernmental agreements, while itself respecting and acting within the limits of those agreements. As 
for non-client countries, it is important to bear in mind that, unlike the MDGs, the SDGs are universal. At 
the same time, developing and developed countries have different development needs, priorities and 
responsibilities. The WBG, especially the Bank, will need to carefully chart out its approach to engage with 
the two groups of countries.  

Third, given that the 2030 SDGs agenda is vast and ambitious, as signified by 17 goals and 169 targets, 
with progress to be tracked through more than 300 indicators, the Bank will need to carefully choose areas 
of engagement where it has the strongest comparative advantage and can make the most impact in the 
context of its twin goals of eradicating poverty and boosting shared prosperity. The primacy of these goals 
must be reflected in Bank Group strategies and work programs going forward. At the same time, selectivity 
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will also need to be exercised at country level depending on countries’ own development challenges, 
priorities, prospects and constraints. 

Fourth, with regard to financing of SDGs, it is clear that the global community and countries themselves 
will be required to mobilize financing from all sources identified in the Addis Ababa Action Plan and yet 
innovate for more. Domestic resource mobilization and private investment will indeed assume greater 
importance, which may require significant policy adjustments in many countries. I would also like to 
highlight the importance of South-South Cooperation (SSC) in the financing context. While SSC is not a 
substitute for Official Development Assistance (ODA) or domestically mobilized resources, it can certainly 
provide a significant complementarity and additionality, including through government to government 
lending and direct investments in development projects and private enterprises of the South.  

Finally, the climate change agenda should not overwhelm the sustainable development agenda, nor should 
development finance be co-mingled with climate finance. These are two separate agendas governed by 
separate intergovernmental agreements and must have separate responsibility and accountability 
arrangements. In general, while the Bank Group should not be ahead of the global climate agreement, it 
would be expected to assist developing countries in addressing climate change issues consistent with 
UNFCCC agreements, and based on client demand.  

IMF Role in Supporting Implementation of the Post-2015 Agenda 

I appreciate and commend IMF for its recent research that has led to conclusions that inequality is a drag 
on growth and that carefully crafted distributional policies could bear positive impact on growth. IMF’s 
advice on these issues would be valuable in helping countries make optimal policy choices. Moreover, 
given the importance of domestic resource mobilization in financing for development, as indicated by the 
Addis Ababa Action Agenda, IMF has a major role in providing fiscal policy advice to countries both on 
raising revenues as well as setting expenditure priorities. However, I am not in favor of IMF expanding its 
activities into areas such as climate change. I do not believe it is IMF’s mandate. There is no global 
agreement on carbon pricing and carbon taxes. Besides, there are controversies around the methodologies 
being used to price environmental externalities, calculate fossil fuel subsidies and determine carbon prices.  

Finally, I would again stress the importance of Bank and IMF coordinating closely at country program 
level, bearing in mind the importance of promoting access to affordable energy.  Given the large energy 
access gaps facing the poor, IMF’s advice on energy subsidies should be conscious of the necessity to 
provide targeted support to the poorest. Moreover, since all subsidies—whether in energy, agriculture or 
other sectors—have the same fiscal impact, the question of withdrawal of subsidies as a source of fiscal 
space should be considered in the broader context. 

2015 Shareholding Review 

I welcome the report on the 2015 Shareholding Review and would like to share a few reflections.  

First, I look forward to a more detailed report at the next spring meetings on how the Bank Group would 
pursue its mandate in the SDGs era. I nevertheless stress that the focus should be on how best the WBG 
can deliver on its mandate by bringing its strongest comparative advantages into play more effectively. 

Second, on capital adequacy of IBRD, I am open to discussing the issue at the right time. But that discussion 
would need to be put in specific contexts. First, we would need to see a robust and systematic estimate of 
the demand keeping in view the SDGs agenda and the Addis Ababa Action Plan. Second, a more credible 
view of capital adequacy can only be taken after closure of the extended dates of the General and Selective 
Capital Increases agreed in 2010.  Third, we would need a wholesome discussion on whether and how we 
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can stretch the existing balance sheets of WBG institutions within prudent limits while protecting our AAA 
credit ratings.  

As regards IFC capital adequacy, it is already clear that private investment will need to play a much greater 
role to support the SDGs. And we already know that IFC’s existing capital can sustain only a modest 
increase in commitments in the face of much larger and still growing demand. I am therefore in favor of 
starting discussions on IFC capital adequacy. If we decide to raise additional capital through a Selective 
Capital Increase, we can in fact simultaneously tackle the issues of IFC capital adequacy and filling the 
large voice gap that exists in IFC. 

Finally, I would like to stress three points regarding elements of the dynamic formula that is to be evolved 
in the coming year. First, historic and cumulative IDA contributions, as a percentage of the donor country’s 
accumulative GDP, would be a better indicator of donor generosity and should therefore be a key factor in 
any shareholding review and/or realignment. Secondly, this Shareholding Review provides us with an 
opportunity to make concrete progress on moving towards equitable voting power between developed and 
developing members. In my view, the most logical measure of equitable voting power is voting parity 
between developed and developing member-countries. Finally, we should pursue voting parity in a manner 
that no developing country faces dilution of its voting rights because that would be against the spirit of the 
voice reform initiated in 2010.  

Global Monitoring Report (GMR) 

I welcome this high quality report that brings out, for the first time, the nexus between development and 
demographic evolutions in different groups of countries. In general, going forward, the Bank should be able 
to customize its policy advice to client countries based on their own peculiar circumstances, in order that 
they take the best advantage of demographic factors in improving development outcomes, as well as in 
addressing the challenges that the demographic transitions could produce. I welcome as well that this GMR 
has put forward a new poverty line. Though it may have been somewhat overdue, it comes at an important 
juncture when we are transitioning from MDGs to SDGs. However, this is the beginning, not the end, of 
the exercise. I would encourage the Bank to also explore alternative methodologies to update the poverty 
line that have greater relevance to all groups of developing countries, rather than the poorest 15. 

Investing in Data 

Timely availability of relevant data is critical to monitoring results and informing the needed mid-course 
adjustments. At the same time, there will be more than 300 indicators associated with the SDGs. We also 
know that lack of statistical capacity in the Bank’s client countries has been a long-standing issue, which 
will be exacerbated by the monitoring requirements associated with the 2030 agenda. The Bank would thus 
be well advised to mobilize and allocate more resources to help countries build their statistical capacity. 
Secondly, the Bank should focus on indicators relevant to its twin goals and engagement areas where it can 
make the most impact.   

The Refugee Crisis  

The refugee crisis in the Middle East and neighboring regions has reached an alarming stage and 
transformed into a humanitarian catastrophe. Millions of displaced people remain in desperate need of 
assistance. So do the developing countries that are hosting them. The Bank will need to follow a multi-
pronged approach to help alleviate this tragedy. Most immediate is the need to support hosting countries 
with concessional funding outside of their normal country envelopes. When the conflict ends, there would 
be a need for the international development community to finance and support what would be a massive 
reconstruction and rehabilitation effort. I foresee a key role for the World Bank in this effort by way of 
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advocacy, resource mobilization and providing implementation platforms and frameworks, as well as 
financial support from its own balance sheet. 

The World Bank Group’s Operating Model 

It is gratifying to note the progress on implementation of the Bank’s new operational model. Looking ahead, 
a few aspects need particular consideration. First, while integrated, cross-sectoral development solutions 
are useful, every cross-cutting theme is not relevant to every development issue or every country. The 
solutions offered by the Bank should respond to the issue at hand rather than being built around particular 
themes, such as climate change. Secondly, Country Partnership Framework should be aligned with 
Systematic Country Diagnostics, with the Bank Group institutions selecting the most critical engagement 
areas consistent with country demand and their own comparative advantage. Thirdly, the Bank should 
exercise selectivity in its global engagements by getting involved only in those issues where it has a clear 
mandate and comparative advantage.   


